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1. Both, for example, have drawn on the works of Alfred Hitchcock, as well as on early documentaries.
Most of Douglas's work in other media consists of series of photographs, which relate to the sites of
his installation projects. Gordon's, by contrast, ranges more broadly in type and medium.
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notes

Win, Place, or Show takes as its point of departure the fundamental transformation of
civic space that occurred in North America during the postwar era, initiated at an institutional level under the rubric of "urban renewal.' In Vancouver,the campaign against "urban
blight' began in 1950 when the city commissioned a plan for the redevelopment of one
of its poorest neighborhoods, Strathcona. In this proposal, all existing structures were to
be demolished in favor of a dense grid comprised of apartment towers, row housing, and
a pair of dormitories for retired seasonal laborers. In Win, Place, or Show two dock
workers share a tenth-floor, one-bedroom apartment in one of those planned, but never
constructed, dormitories . The continually looping, six-minute work chronicles an antagonistic conversation that flares up on a wet day off . After erupting into physical violence,
it then lapses into weary irritation, only to be rekindled into a smoldering verbal friction.

"Double Vision' is comprised of two new installations, both of which utilize dual projection. Although it has previously appeared in their respective oeuvres, that structure
reappears here fortuitously, for these works were conceived independently, without
consultation. Each artist has, however, been keenly aware of the other's practice, not
least because they have often found themselves participating in the same group shows.
When juxtaposed, Win, Place, or Show (1998) and left is right and right is wrong and
left is wrong and right is right (1999) reveal additional , if somewhat serendipitous,
correspondences: more importantly, comparison may permit the singular concerns
informing and governing each to emerge sharply.

In part, these parallels might be attributed to the related circumstances that surround
their formations . Growing up in British or former British societies during the 1970s and
1980s, these two young artists were subject to similar cultural imprinting. Moreover, as
students, they located their artistic heritages in Conceptual Art of the sixties and seventies, as well as in film and video histories. Subsequently, they have been drawn to popular
genres for much of their source material, and, to somewhat different degrees, each has
engaged with new technological developments in order to effect an idea or a concept,
though Gordon generally prefers his work to appear immediate, simple to realize, and
transparent in its mechanics.

Very different in crucial respects, the oeuvres of the Canadian Stan Douglas and the
Scot Douglas Gordon nonetheless betray telling parallels and shared interests. Both
artists work primarily with film and video, generally presenting these media in the form
of installations. Both use found footage-documentary and fictional-as well as directing
and producing their own material. Both have focused on sound in its own right, on
music and on film scores. Both have frequently employed techniques involving bifurcation, doubling, and inversion for structural and thematic ends. And, for both, time, in its
manifold guises, plays a critical role.' In addition, both have taken on the role of curator:
Douglas orchestrated a touring show of Samuel Beckett's Teleplays in the late 1980s,
while Gordon has compiled programs of films formerly banned in the countries where
his screenings took place.
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